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OXFORD LOCAL EXAMINATIONS

General Certificate of Education

Sumrner Examination, 1964

Advanced Level

PUR,E MATHEMATICS, PAPER, I
Thursday, 18 June. Time allowed: 3 hours

Write the number of the palter, A l!t, on the left at the lteail,
of each sheet of your ctnswers 'in the space proaid,ed,.

Coru,ptl,ete unsuers to a few questions receiue more cred,it than
scra,ppy atternpts at the whole pa,per. A pass may be obta,ined,
on good, crnswers to about foat questions.

Mathematical tables and, squared, paper are prouid,ed,.

,1 1. Prove thai, if d,,b, c are the roots'of the cubic equation
ts-3dt-20 : 0, then

(rz ! ar I d,) (rz { b r ! d,) (r' + cr i d,) : 16 -l ft rs * d,B .

Express 16-20x3-1343 as the product of three quadratic
factors.

,a

n"' 2. If p and q are any real numbers such thatp2 ) q'2, prove
that, p-q and plq are either both positirre or both negative.

X'ind the condition that the function
.,r' a*fbrfc

c*'+b"+a
where e,, b, c and" x are real and a + c, can take, for suitably
chosen r, t'he real vahre y . Show that (r) if aac < bz < (a* c)'
there are two values between which y must not lie and that
(ii) if b'z I 4ac there are two values at or between which y
must lie.
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3. Show that the number of ways in which ra lettens may be
arranged in order in a row, if r of the letters are.the same, is
nllrl.

If three boat clubs have respectively p, q and.r boats, in
how many wa,yp can the boats be arranged in order, subject
to the restriction'that the first boat ofany club is to be abov€
its second, its second lbove its third, and so on?

in parbial fractions.

the series whose rth'l

I4. Exnressr --- (2r-r)2r(2r{t)(2r12)
Show that the sum to n terms of

term is

(2r -- 1) 2r (2r * r) (2r * 2)

is - ** rw+r,- {o* *, *3 (, - * * * - - +)
and that its sum to infinity is $log"2-S

5. By considering the coefficient of rp in the identity
(r -r)r+r(1 f rl *?-l ...) : (l - n)o +t-t,

where p and,r are integers greater than O, prove that

(,p*r)l (p*r-l)!l! ' (ptr-z)lzt "'I ' '' plr!

_ (- t)e
- 6+io@fi'

Show that the coefficient of cs in the expansion of

(, - fr +fi- ... + (-\, 
nq)"-

in ascerrding powers of z is 0 if I ( s ( p, and is
(-r\?,

(p+n;tq ir s: P*r'
II O. @) Prove that the equation 1t-*1@.-na+r: 0 is

satisfied by s ffi#, and by ,:ffi$!
(6) Prove, byinduction.or othemrise, that, if y : cot-rfr,

d"yta-il* : (- r)" (n - t)l sin ny sinny.
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7. If y:4rlogr-r2-2n!3, sketch the graphs, in that
order,' ,t #, ff*""a y for values of r greater than 0 and

show that y has a maximum, a minimum and a point of
inflexion. Give your reasons for the essential features ofthe
graphs you draw.

8. (o) Integrate wilh respect to r
^./.". rsin(or"fb"), (I+rml+r,1'

(6) Evaluate

[.ltffi)'"' !"*.ur01
9. By integration by parts or otherwise, prove that, except

for a constant of integration,

h_r\ [ stnfl d,0

' 'J @srn0lbcos0)*
cos0 f d0: 

(a€in 0+b cos 0)r," 
+"" )@ine+mos4;.I'

+.
Purting rn- [o*#r *

0'$n '"
^ f stnfl il9
-n J @sir,?abcosd)u'

0

$n
/\ f cos9 il|
""- J k;sir-e+bcosl['

0

prove that

(n-I)S, : noln*r-fi and (n-l)C* : nblo*r- *.
By considering aBnlbCn, or otherwise, find a recurrence
relation between In*, a:nd In_r.

i.t 10. Sketch the curve l6y2: r2(2-rz), explaining yourv re&sons for the main features that you indipate.
Show that the coordinates of a point on this curve may be

expressed in terms of a parameter 0 by the eqirations
b: 42si11fl, U: .$sin0cos0,

Caloulate the total arc length ofthe curve and the area
ofthe surface ofrevolution gdnerated by the rotation ofono of
its loops through two right angles about the r-axis.
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